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An Armenian military helicopter was downed by Azerbaijani armed forces on 12
November. The incident took place in the occupied Nagorno-Karabakh, near the town of
Aghdam, along the cease-fire line. As it can be recalled, Nagorno-Karabakh, part of the
territory of Azerbaijan, as well as the surrounding seven administrative units of Azerbaijan
have been occupied by Armenian forces by a military operation that started in 1988. The
ensuing armed conflict which involved massacres and forced emigration of the Azerbaijani
population, in the form of ethnic cleansing, was terminated with a cease-fire agreement
concluded in 1992.

The cease-fire of twenty-two years now seems to be cracking with recent escalation of
violations. The latest incident of downing of a military helicopter along the cease-fire line
is a new and sobering indication that the problem thought to be frozen and thereby held
in check is indeed warming up.

There is no doubt that this suits the interests of Armenia to convert the conflict into a
frozen question with a view to establishing a status quo ante after the cease-fire. The
efforts to find a solution to the problem within international law, first and foremost four
resolutions adopted by the United Nations Security Council have been turned down by
Armenia with impunity, without facing any international reaction or measures. The Minsk
Group of OSCE, established in 1992, where Turkey is a founding member, to find a
peaceful solution to the problem through diplomatic channels and negotiations, has been
carrying out its work by means of the three co-chairs with the mandate bestowed upon
them by the Group. Unfortunately, their representations in all these years have proven to
be insufficient. Moreover, the priority attached to efforts to freeze the conflict have
started to play into the hands of Armenians.
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Herewith arises the question, whether the absence of any reaction or measures against
Armenia to its continued occupation of the Azerbaijani territory for the past twenty-two
years, to the perpetrated massacres and ethnic cleansing

have contributed in any

manner to establishing peace and stability in the region. The answer to this question is
unfortunately negative. Notwithstanding, Armenia was not subject to any measures or
punishment during all this period, it has also emerged to become a state vied for winning
to their side by Russia, the European Union and the United States.

Not having contributed to peace and stability in the region and contrary to common
wisdom of assuming a defensive attitude for its illegal and criminal policies, Armenia has
again opted for a selective aggressive policy against two of its neighbors, Azerbaijan and
Turkey which have opposed the occupation of Azerbaijan territories.

The trump card of Armenia against Turkey has been its genocide allegations. Particularly
at the one-hundredth anniversary of the adoption of the Law of Transport and
Resettlement, Armenia and the Armenian diaspora have focused their efforts with all
available means to achieving in the year 2015 a wide spread acknowledgement of their
propaganda with the expectation that such propaganda will help them suppress Turkey. It
is noteworthy and telling in this connection to see the support accorded to Armenian
allegations by the very same states which are on historical record to have encouraged
and instigated the uprising of the Armenian population against its centuries old realm in
the years preceding and during the First World War. This contemporary support in itself
should be of interest to students of history as an example for history not being merely a
study of the past, but that it can also be an instrument to ambitions to shape the future.
Certainly, it is a phenomenon that needs to be examined separately: why is such support
being accorded despite all the documents indicating the contrary, reliable academic works
and judicial verdicts?

What can be perceived at present is that Armenia and the Armenian diaspora have raised
the bar of their expectations for the year 2015, having concurred in expending all the
pulver and ammunition at their service. Therefore, in the foreseeable short term ahead, it
does not look promising for Turkey and Armenia to establish any meaningful dialogue or
to start a process of negotiation for a mutually agreeable, reasonable reconciliation. In
fact, it is clearly seen that the Armenian side equates any and all contact with the Turkish
side at this period with an act of treason to the Armenian cause.

On the other hand, sooner or later, it is inevitable that the two sides move on, from a zero
sum struggle of adversity where everyone loses, to a good neighborly cooperation where
everyone is set to win. After the realization of the uselessness and counter-productivity of
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these subversive efforts, which are bound to fall short of Armenian expectations in the
coming period, Turkey, with the effective and strong testament of academic works and
international court verdicts, will be ready and willing to play a leading role to establish
regional stability and good neighborly relations in the southern Caucasus.
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